Media release: Australian True Crimes podcast with
Meshel Laurie & Emily Webb

Young & Hardy and Yarraville Live are proud to present the return of Meshel Laurie and Emily Webb, presenting a new episode of their acclaimed
Australian True Crime podcast, “Blood Ties”, featuring special guest, former homicide detective Rowland Legg - on Saturday, June 12 at The
Yarraville Club.
Established in 2017, Australian True Crime is one of Australia’s original true crime podcasts, and has been downloaded more than 13 million times
earning its place as one of Apple Podcasts Best of 2018.
For each podcast, Laurie and Webb are known for delving deep behind the headline by interviewing victims, perpetrators and people working in
society to address issues of crime and punishment.
At The Yarraville Club, former Homicide Squad detective, Rowland Legg will join the two on stage for an insightful 80 minute show, including a
20-minute Q&A session, where the audience can interact with the presenters.
Meshel Laurie is one of the nation’s most experienced and talented broadcasters. Whether she’s hosting FM breakfast radio alongside Tommy Little or
Matt Tilley, appearing as a regular on Hughesy We’ve Got A Problem and The Project, Meshel always gives good chat.
None more so than when presenting the Australian True Crime podcast with Emily Webb – journalist and author of three true crime books (Murder In
Suburbia, Angels of Death and Suburban Nightmare). The chemistry between these two as they forensically interview the people involved with some
of Australia’s most notorious cases has seen ‘Australian True Crime’ become the most successful podcast of its kind as they probe the underbelly of
our towns and suburbs, uncovering the darkness at the heart of Australian life.
Rowland Legg is one of Australia’s longest serving homicide detectives, having led countless high-profile murder investigations such as Jaidyn Leskie,
the Bega schoolgirls, Elisabeth Membrey, and numerous ‘Underbelly’ cases.
Tickets are on sale now through yarravillelive.com

LISTINGS INFO:

Saturday, June 12
Australian True Crime podcast with Meshel Laurie & Emily Webb + special guest Rowland Legg (18+)
The Yarraville Club, 135 Stephen St Yarraville.
Tickets: $96.38/$105.58 (Dinner & Show); $42.61 (Show only)
Bookings: www.yarravillelive.com
Ph: 03 9689 6033
Doors open: 6.30pm (dining); 8.00pm (show only)
Show time: 8.30pm
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